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ABSTRACT
In contrast to the massive volume of data, it is often the rare cate-
gories that are of great importance in many high impact domains,
ranging from financial fraud detection in online transaction net-
works to emerging trend detection in social networks, from spam
image detection in social media to rare disease diagnosis in the
medical decision support system. The unique challenges of rare
category analysis include: (1) the highly-skewed class-membership
distribution; (2) the non-separability nature of the rare categories
from the majority classes; (3) the data and task heterogeneity, e.g.,
the multi-modal representation of examples, and the analysis of
similar rare categories across multiple related tasks. This tutorial
aims to provide a concise review of state-of-the-art techniques on
complex rare category analysis, where the majority classes have a
smooth distribution, while the minority classes exhibit a compact-
ness property in the feature space or subspace. In particular, we
start with the context, problem definition and unique challenges of
complex rare category analysis; then we present a comprehensive
overview of recent advances that are designed for this problem set-
ting, from rare category exploration without any label information
to the exposition step that characterizes rare examples with a com-
pact representation, from representing rare patterns in a salient
embedding space to interpreting the prediction results and pro-
viding relevant clues for the end users’ interpretation; at last, we
will discuss the potential challenges and shed light on the future
directions of complex rare category analysis.
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1 TUTORIAL DESCRIPTION
1.1 Tutorial Website
https://sites.google.com/view/kdd19-tutorial-rca/home
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Figure 1: An overview of complex rare category analysis.

1.2 Audience
• Targeted audience: The tutorial is designed for anyone
with the basic knowledge of data mining, artificial intelli-
gence, or machine learning. The content level of this tutorial
is designed for 50% novice, 30% intermediate, 20% expert.

• Audience prerequisites:We aim to attract both researchers
and practitioners working in high impact application do-
mains such as finance, healthcare, social networks / media,
manufacturing, etc.

1.3 Outline
• Introduction: In this part, we will start with the definition
of rare categories, along with the key challenges in rare cat-
egory analysis problems. Then, we will provide an overview
of rare category analysis (illustrated in Fig. 1), summariz-
ing the underlying problems and major techniques in this
problem setting. Finally, we will discuss the impact of rare
category analysis in real-world applications.
– What is a rare category?
– What are the key challenges in complex rare category
analysis?

– What are some real-world applications for complex rare
category analysis?

• Part I: Rare Category Exploration: In this part, we will
briefly introduce the exploratory step for rare category anal-
ysis, which is also referred to as rare category detection. De-
pending on the availability of multi-modal representation of
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examples, rare category detection can be categorized into
the following two groups:
– Homogeneous rare category detection
– Heterogeneous rare category detection

• Part II: Rare Category Exploitation: In this part, we will
discuss the existingwork of rare category exploitation, which
aims to capture a compact representation for the rare cate-
gories in various types of data including:
– Attributed data
– Time series data
– Graph/network data

• Part III: Rare Category Representation & Interpreta-
tion: In this part, we will discuss the recent advances of Rare
Category Representation and Interpretation, which serve as
an investigation step for the end users to visualize the data
distribution and inspect the underlying prediction process
in the previous steps (i.e., Part I, Part II).
– Rare Category Representation
– Rare Category Interpretation

• Part IV: Applications: In this part, we will introduce vari-
ous applications of the analysis of complex rare categories,
ranging from financial fraud detection in online transaction
networks to emerging trend detection in social networks,
from spam image detection in social media to rare disease
diagnosis in medical decision support system.

• Part V: Conclusion and Future Directions: In this part,
we will conclude the existing work and share our thoughts
regarding the future directions of complex rare category
analysis such as:
– Rare Category Interpretation
– Rare Category Robustness
– Rare Category Generation
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